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Abstract- This article presents a critical review of electromechanical door locking system. Electromagnetic lock is currently widely used in the market. But it has common disadvantages such as low break-in force, and requires continuous power supply in order to maintain the locked state, higher power consumption and limited life of the back-up battery. Power supply failure may drain the back-up battery due to the necessity of providing continuous supply of electrical energy to maintain the locked state of the door. Hence the electromechanical takes the role as a competitor. To challenge the magnetic type lock, solenoid now become preferable instrument for automatic door locking as they can save energy up to 50 percent or more. Market demand shows that the fail secure and fail safe modes are now priorities. Fail safe mode of a lock describes a mode wherein the door can be opened by the lock doorknob when power to the lock is turned off or malfunction. Conversely, the fail secure mode describes a mode wherein the door cannot be opened by the doorknob when power to the lock is off or malfunction. Ten types of electromechanical door lock with recent development were analyzed and revealed here. On top of that, a new innovative solution is proposed to be the best of all above in term of power saving, performance, quality and efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Buildings and items such as lockers, safes and security vaults containing valuables are commonly secured with locks against possible theft or unauthorized access. Locking systems may work by mechanical or electronic means, or both. Electro-mechanical locks are beneficial as they can be coupled to various mechanical types of security access systems which provides an easy and flexible human traffic flow into premises with the help of electronic physical object (Such are keycard, fingerprint, RFID card and security token) or secret information (such as a keycode or password), or combination of both. They can also be connected to other security features such as unauthorized entry alarms. Market demand shows that, the aspect of lock design could be improved concurrently towards secure, energy saving and function efficiency.

The application of mode fail safe and fail secure in door locking system must be considered in safety aspect. Fail-safe locks are the often used for life safety applications such as the access control of perimeter fire exit doors and high rise building stairwell doors where the locks can be released during an emergency or building failure. Fail safe electric strikes are not permitted for use on fire doors because these doors must stay latched even when unlocked to maintain fire door integrity. A failsafe strike is incapable of keeping a fire door latched when unlocked, thereby permitting smoke, gases or flame to travel through the opening during an emergency.

Fail secure locks require power to unlock. When energized by use of an access control the door unlocks. The door remains locked during a building power failure or system malfunction. A battery back-up power supply may be provided to ensure continued operation during loss of building power. Typically, it is used for high security applications fail secure locks and are not permitted on fire doors because they do not unlock during an emergency power failure. Fail secure electric strikes may be used on most fire doors equipped with mechanical locksets that are not locked on the interior, ensuring free egress at all times. However, fail secure door lock may not be used for fire stairwell doors or any fire door that is considered a 2-way exit during emergencies.

II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK

From the U.S. patent as in [1], design shown in fig.1 present the invention is correlated to fail-safe electric actuators and more particularly concerned with an improved actuator. Solenoid is a main electrical part that involved in actuating the plunger for locking purposes. In the event of solenoid de-energize, the solenoid is actuated by a spring to an inactive position, and incorporates as a fail-safe feature when magnetic force generated for supplementing the spring action and assure movement of the mechanism to the inactive position even though the spring failure. This lock design shows the integrated between solenoid function and springs
reaction. The spring operate with the bolt and being compressed when the bolt is actuated (solenoid energize) to unlocking position and utilized bolt to unlock position. Design also consists of two magnets are mounted in their respective position like pole face to face where purposely to ensure the bolt react independently to move the bolt unlocked position in the event of spring fail. In term of the mechanical design perspective defined the door was not automatically function. The door required the users to instruct the door to open and lock, hence this shows that the door is not offering energy saving or fulfill any convenience to the user, despite providing the fail-safe feature with supplementing the spring action.

Reference [3] also revealed the solenoid as an actuator to actuate the mechanical instrument. This lock design is focused to an electrically operated door system, locking mechanisms are holding a latch keeper in locking position to prevent opening of the door. Meantime, the solenoid holds a latch keeper in a locking position. The spring is used to biasing the solenoid plunger to a rest position and is being compressed when solenoid is electrically energized in order to move the plunger. Hence, it shows that keepers being generally biased by a spring in position to engage a door latch. This condition of system revealed that strike is in unlocked position when solenoid energized and does not require electricity when strike is in locked position. The lock is installed or being suspended in a door frame by a multiple of hinges and also having a latching within the frame of the door in the closed position. The door has a latch which protrudes from the center of the edge of the door. As a supplementary and provide convenience to the users, the latch is operated by a key from the secure side of the doorway, and a knob from inside of the door way. The combination of door knob between modes adjacent to solenoid function leads to electric saving characteristic design.
position, in the mean time the plunger of solenoid is held by spring. The electromechanical controlled latching and bolting methods could be employed to accomplish the function of solenoid, a solenoid is a preferable method when the system is powered by batteries. When strike is in its close position, the solenoid receives a signal from micro controller and pin moves to its closed position, inserting pin into strike hole.

Reference [6] revealed the types of electromechanical door design which emphasize on assembly method by reflect towards its function. This lock provides a mechanism which hidden from view on the outer side of the door. Due to that condition shows this type of lock consists of electromechanical parts and electronic lock-control unit located in a hidden position inside the door panel. Lock can be opened by inter-acting a pre-coded card with a hidden electronic lock-control unit located in a position known only for authorized person. The electromechanical part consists of deadbolt and a solenoid that provides responds movements of the deadbolt between door open position and the door locked position. The purpose of the solenoid in fig 6 is to perform movement between deadlock (lock-closed and lock-opened positions). The deadbolt of the door lock is connected with the solenoid plunger via an articulated linking mechanism that consists of pivotally connected to the levers. Arm of the link is inserted into an annular groove formed on the tail portion of the deadbolt that can slide in the direction X-axis for entering the guide sleeve inserted into the door panel and arranged coaxially with the deadbolt. The electronic lock control unit is designed to receive the coded data through an electromagnetic coupling with a pre-coded card.

The differences in mechanical design approach are shown in fig. 5 and fig. 6. Design of mechanical instrument that allow the solenoid spring being compress or expansion during locking condition shows the different result in term of energy saving. The design location of the spring may dedicate the solenoid to selectively activate whether locking or unlocking. Reference [7] offers design system which employs two units solenoid in operating the lock. This system operates with two solenoids which connect to the toggle that perform lock and unlock position. Latching strike is a spring biased to close position in the usual manner. The door locks are provided two modes which are fail safe and fail secure mode. This locking system utilized the solenoid to keep the detent in one of the two positions. To perform the unlocked position, first solenoid will be energized against raised pad formed on...
the toggle upper face. The activation of the second solenoid is intended to perform locked position. During the activation, the second solenoid will drive the plunger to lower face of the toggle. This design shows the locking system installed or being suspended in a door frame. Thus these locks are not able to be installed at the glass door. As a result, these findings become a drawback in term of usability approach. In fact by employing two solenoids found that the mechanical instruments are not fully optimized due to one of the solenoids will be activated during the locking operations.

The innovative design techniques towards fail secure and fail safe locking system continued as in [9], shows in fig 9. This locking system is easy to operate in either the fail safe or fail secure, whereas in a normal use, the door allows the user to operate door knob. The design equipped with secondary latches that support by spring instead of primary latch. Secondary latch is arranged in such a way that when it is locked in retracted position, the primary latch can be retracted by inside knob and key cylinder. From that condition shows the latch spring and secondary latch are incorporated to hold primary latch at the predetermined position. A switching mechanism is integrated for shifting the internal components to change the operation between fail safe and fail secure modes without removing the cover plate.

This design shows the door knob is applied to access the door. During power off or when there is a power failure, the solenoid plunger extending under the force of the spring and the locking arm is pushed toward the bottom plate of the housing. Due to this event, the screw sliding within the slot moving caused the locking cam shifted from the front plate. This action moves the retraction lever locking tab out of the cam locking slot which in turn allows the retraction lever to operate by retract the primary latch. Accordingly, design of this lock operates in failsafe mode by allowing the lock to operate when power is off or malfunction. When power is off or there is a malfunction, the locking arm is pushed down by the plunger. This circumstance causes the screw in fig. 9 shifting along the slot by moving the cam away from the front plate. The cam is pushed toward the front plate and causes the locking tab cooperative with the locking slot. When it takes place, the primary latch is inactivated by retraction lever being blocked. Accordingly, design of this lock operates in fail secure mode by not allowing the lock to operate when power is off malfunction.
In 2009 this locking system had undergone the improvement process. The additional component is invented in order to enhance the life of the lock [10]. From invention of the back plate holes that comprised a cradle slot and a tab sized, it ensured the assembly is fit closely within the slot during operation. Component with design which is nested in place within the housing become an appropriate assembly position method for the solenoid as main role.

Fig. 10: Interchangeable Lock Operable In Fail Safe Fail Or Fail Secure Modes (U.S. Patent No. 7,614,918)

Further improvement was revealed as in [11]. The improvement is done towards solenoid plunger performance. Conical spring shown in fig. 11 provides the advantage towards solenoid plunger performance. The implementation of conical spring improved the application feature, which provides less stress characteristic that consequently drive the spring to operate longer without a failure.

Fig 11: Conical spring, (U.S. Patent No. 2010, 7,698,918)

Conical spring is used to oppose plunger movement, the solenoid should be strong enough at the beginning of its stroke or power curve (the point where it is the least efficient) to compress the spring. Graft plotting in figure 12 shows the performance improvement on comparing the helical spring (commonly used) versus conical spring in duty performance. Most of the electromechanical locks utilize the solenoid as main power in order to activate the mechanism which has automatically operation. Solenoid in general creates linear motion due to its force-stroke characteristic. Since the solenoids are electrically operated, their on-off function can be controlled automatically by suitable control systems. This function is extremely important, in terms of system performance. Solenoid force varies according to the stroke length which supplies a wide range of energy band for the solenoid to activate. The design and application of the electromechanical door locking system should be concurrent with the solenoid performance. The solenoid force characteristics are reflected with motion in term of speed, acceleration and even generated torque.

Fig 12: Helical Versus Conical Spring in Duty Performance, (U.S. Patent No. 2010, 7,698,918)

In 2008, Syed Sabinal et al. has carried out research on enhancing solenoid linear motion capabilities through force-stroke characteristic. This study focuses on solenoid performance by defining the stroke length and selecting shape of the plunger end. Analysis, as shown in fig. 13 shows the solenoid may initially produce high amount of energy at shorter stroke length compared to longer stroke length revealed.

Fig 13: Solenoid Force Stroke Curve, (Syed Zainal Et Al., 2008)

Relatively solenoid exerts low force at long stroke length because of the air gap which decreases the solenoid overall inductance. The force found increases drastically when the stroke length decreases and the air gap becomes lower (higher inductance). The maximum forces were achieved when the stroke length reaches zero (no air gap). In order to utilize high initial force and torque, solenoid system has to reduce the stroke length to consequently reduce the overall linear motion range. Higher motion range will almost reduce the initial force and torque which are not suitable for most applications. Force versus stroke performance of a solenoid is summarized in Tables I.
Table I: Force-stroke characteristic summary
(Syed Zainal et al, 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Long Stroke</th>
<th>Short Stroke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Length</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Force</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Torque</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Energy</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Energy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shape of the plunger-end contributes to the solenoid performance in term of force characteristic. The response from each selective end type show the different results of the performance as shown in fig. 14.

Fig 14: Solenoid Force-Stroke Force for Various Plungers Shapes (Syed Zainal Et Al., 2008)

The purpose of administrative key embedded into the system is to overwrite the system. Indirectly, these designs perform fail safe and fail secure mode function. Hence the combination fail secure and fail safe in simple instruments of electromechanical lock definitely meet the aim to produce secure, efficient and energy saving characteristic.

Fig 15: SES-Lock

III. PROPOSED INNOVATIVE ENERGY SAVING DOOR LOCKING SYSTEM

The proposed innovative SES-Lock stands advantage of better security, efficiency and energy saving characteristics. The system was designed to overcome the existing drawback of all reviewed electromechanical lock designs from patent documents and published articles. SES-Lock is an energy saving locking system which only requires five (5) components (latch assembly) in order to reduce materials & manufacturing cost; minimize risk of mechanical stuck or failure. This system is also embedded with an administrative key to ensure the lock can be operated as usual in case of activator malfunction or power failure. This feature is very significant and no other competent design found to date in the field of electro mechanical locking system. The proposed design has been filed for patent (Patent No PI 2010003765).

Latch is a spring biased to locking position in the usual manner. The spring is connected between the latch and the solenoid plunger. Fig 15 illustrates the propose design function on how the spring remained push the latch by not consuming the electricity. This design function could be called as fail secure system due to this type of lock is remained lock condition when system malfunctions or power failure. This design shows that the operation requires less electricity due to solenoid infrequently utilized. The solenoid will be activated only when user want to open the door, which means the solenoid will pull the plunger in order to open the latch while the spring will be compressed. The solenoid will hold the plunger for 3 to 4 seconds as set in the electronic access system. Fig. 15 also illustrates the function of administrative key (mechanical key).

IV. CONCLUSION

From the critical review of the related literature, advantages of each system are studied with their respective design functions, effectiveness and limitation each designs shows in tables II. Therefore, Super Energy Saving (SES-Lock) equipped with the aim discussed is proposed to develop a successful electromagnetic door lock which fulfill the customer needs and contribute to the innovation of product towards energy saving.

Tables II: Summary on Designs Review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Invented</th>
<th>Required power</th>
<th>Not Required power</th>
<th>Fail safe</th>
<th>Fail secure</th>
<th>Wooden</th>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Metal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES-Lock</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using the simple part in order to minimize risk of mechanical stuck or failure, the proposed electromagnetic door lock could be implemented and commercially with minimal cost of production. Since most of the electromechanical lock nowadays are installed inside the door and shows the limitation especially for glass door installation, the design on electromechanical casing and bracket are discovered. For this, detailed conceptual design study is to be carried out and published in next nearest future.
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